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Encoded in EMC-type effects  

EMC-type effects from Lattice QCD

Phiala Shanahan, MIT

Understanding the quark and gluon 
structure of matter

How is the partonic structure 
of nuclei different from that of 
nucleons? 
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(EMC: Aubert et al., 1983)



Many aspects of EMC effects will be accessible 
at a future Electron-Ion Collider  

EMC-type effects from Lattice QCD

Phiala Shanahan, MIT

Understanding the quark and gluon 
structure of matter

•Polarised EMC (polarised light ions) 

• Isovector EMC (SIDIS) 

•Gluon EMC (quarkonium production) 

•LQCD will make predictions!

Motivation
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Electron Ion Collider:
The Next QCD Frontier

Understanding the glue 
that binds us all

Cover image from EIC whitepaper arXiv::1212.1701



Numerical first-principles approach to  
non-perturbative QCD

Lattice QCD action has same free 
parameters as QCD: quark masses,  

• Fix quark masses by matching to 
measured hadron masses, e.g.,                               
                       for 

• One experimental input to fix lattice 
spacing in GeV (and also      ), e.g.,                                   
            splitting in    , or      or      mass

Lattice QCD

Calculations of all other 
quantities are QCD 
predictions

Phiala Shanahan, MIT

INPUT

⇡,K,Ds, Bs
<latexit sha1_base64="aDs9GQPo38Yhun9d8Za2DCN6v8o=">AAAB+XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBQymJFPRYqgfBSwX7AW0Im+2mXbrZhN1NoYT+Ey8eFPHqP/Hmv3Hb5qCtDwYe780wMy9IOFPacb6twsbm1vZOcbe0t39weGQfn7RVnEpCWyTmsewGWFHOBG1ppjntJpLiKOC0E4xv535nQqVisXjS04R6ER4KFjKCtZF82+4nrIIeKujOVxXU8JVvl52qswBaJ25OypCj6dtf/UFM0ogKTThWquc6ifYyLDUjnM5K/VTRBJMxHtKeoQJHVHnZ4vIZujDKAIWxNCU0Wqi/JzIcKTWNAtMZYT1Sq95c/M/rpTq88TImklRTQZaLwpQjHaN5DGjAJCWaTw3BRDJzKyIjLDHRJqySCcFdfXmdtK+qrlN1H2vleiOPowhncA6X4MI11OEemtACAhN4hld4szLrxXq3PpatBSufOYU/sD5/ANwlkdk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aDs9GQPo38Yhun9d8Za2DCN6v8o=">AAAB+XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBQymJFPRYqgfBSwX7AW0Im+2mXbrZhN1NoYT+Ey8eFPHqP/Hmv3Hb5qCtDwYe780wMy9IOFPacb6twsbm1vZOcbe0t39weGQfn7RVnEpCWyTmsewGWFHOBG1ppjntJpLiKOC0E4xv535nQqVisXjS04R6ER4KFjKCtZF82+4nrIIeKujOVxXU8JVvl52qswBaJ25OypCj6dtf/UFM0ogKTThWquc6ifYyLDUjnM5K/VTRBJMxHtKeoQJHVHnZ4vIZujDKAIWxNCU0Wqi/JzIcKTWNAtMZYT1Sq95c/M/rpTq88TImklRTQZaLwpQjHaN5DGjAJCWaTw3BRDJzKyIjLDHRJqySCcFdfXmdtK+qrlN1H2vleiOPowhncA6X4MI11OEemtACAhN4hld4szLrxXq3PpatBSufOYU/sD5/ANwlkdk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aDs9GQPo38Yhun9d8Za2DCN6v8o=">AAAB+XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBQymJFPRYqgfBSwX7AW0Im+2mXbrZhN1NoYT+Ey8eFPHqP/Hmv3Hb5qCtDwYe780wMy9IOFPacb6twsbm1vZOcbe0t39weGQfn7RVnEpCWyTmsewGWFHOBG1ppjntJpLiKOC0E4xv535nQqVisXjS04R6ER4KFjKCtZF82+4nrIIeKujOVxXU8JVvl52qswBaJ25OypCj6dtf/UFM0ogKTThWquc6ifYyLDUjnM5K/VTRBJMxHtKeoQJHVHnZ4vIZujDKAIWxNCU0Wqi/JzIcKTWNAtMZYT1Sq95c/M/rpTq88TImklRTQZaLwpQjHaN5DGjAJCWaTw3BRDJzKyIjLDHRJqySCcFdfXmdtK+qrlN1H2vleiOPowhncA6X4MI11OEemtACAhN4hld4szLrxXq3PpatBSufOYU/sD5/ANwlkdk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aDs9GQPo38Yhun9d8Za2DCN6v8o=">AAAB+XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBQymJFPRYqgfBSwX7AW0Im+2mXbrZhN1NoYT+Ey8eFPHqP/Hmv3Hb5qCtDwYe780wMy9IOFPacb6twsbm1vZOcbe0t39weGQfn7RVnEpCWyTmsewGWFHOBG1ppjntJpLiKOC0E4xv535nQqVisXjS04R6ER4KFjKCtZF82+4nrIIeKujOVxXU8JVvl52qswBaJ25OypCj6dtf/UFM0ogKTThWquc6ifYyLDUjnM5K/VTRBJMxHtKeoQJHVHnZ4vIZujDKAIWxNCU0Wqi/JzIcKTWNAtMZYT1Sq95c/M/rpTq88TImklRTQZaLwpQjHaN5DGjAJCWaTw3BRDJzKyIjLDHRJqySCcFdfXmdtK+qrlN1H2vleiOPowhncA6X4MI11OEemtACAhN4hld4szLrxXq3PpatBSufOYU/sD5/ANwlkdk=</latexit>

u, d, s, c, b
<latexit sha1_base64="zJbtP+NZdSzMmJPP69FitAtw0wY=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBQyiJCIqnghePFeyHtKFsNpt26e4m7G6EEvorvHhQxKs/x5v/xm2bg7Y+GHi8N8PMvDDlTBvP+3ZKa+sbm1vl7crO7t7+QfXwqK2TTBHaIglPVDfEmnImacsww2k3VRSLkNNOOL6d+Z0nqjRL5IOZpDQQeChZzAg2VnrM3MjVLnHDQbXm1b050CrxC1KDAs1B9asfJSQTVBrCsdY930tNkGNlGOF0WulnmqaYjPGQ9iyVWFAd5PODp+jMKhGKE2VLGjRXf0/kWGg9EaHtFNiM9LI3E//zepmJr4OcyTQzVJLFojjjyCRo9j2KmKLE8IklmChmb0VkhBUmxmZUsSH4yy+vkvZF3ffq/v1lrXFTxFGGEziFc/DhChpwB01oAQEBz/AKb45yXpx352PRWnKKmWP4A+fzB41qj40=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zJbtP+NZdSzMmJPP69FitAtw0wY=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBQyiJCIqnghePFeyHtKFsNpt26e4m7G6EEvorvHhQxKs/x5v/xm2bg7Y+GHi8N8PMvDDlTBvP+3ZKa+sbm1vl7crO7t7+QfXwqK2TTBHaIglPVDfEmnImacsww2k3VRSLkNNOOL6d+Z0nqjRL5IOZpDQQeChZzAg2VnrM3MjVLnHDQbXm1b050CrxC1KDAs1B9asfJSQTVBrCsdY930tNkGNlGOF0WulnmqaYjPGQ9iyVWFAd5PODp+jMKhGKE2VLGjRXf0/kWGg9EaHtFNiM9LI3E//zepmJr4OcyTQzVJLFojjjyCRo9j2KmKLE8IklmChmb0VkhBUmxmZUsSH4yy+vkvZF3ffq/v1lrXFTxFGGEziFc/DhChpwB01oAQEBz/AKb45yXpx352PRWnKKmWP4A+fzB41qj40=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zJbtP+NZdSzMmJPP69FitAtw0wY=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBQyiJCIqnghePFeyHtKFsNpt26e4m7G6EEvorvHhQxKs/x5v/xm2bg7Y+GHi8N8PMvDDlTBvP+3ZKa+sbm1vl7crO7t7+QfXwqK2TTBHaIglPVDfEmnImacsww2k3VRSLkNNOOL6d+Z0nqjRL5IOZpDQQeChZzAg2VnrM3MjVLnHDQbXm1b050CrxC1KDAs1B9asfJSQTVBrCsdY930tNkGNlGOF0WulnmqaYjPGQ9iyVWFAd5PODp+jMKhGKE2VLGjRXf0/kWGg9EaHtFNiM9LI3E//zepmJr4OcyTQzVJLFojjjyCRo9j2KmKLE8IklmChmb0VkhBUmxmZUsSH4yy+vkvZF3ffq/v1lrXFTxFGGEziFc/DhChpwB01oAQEBz/AKb45yXpx352PRWnKKmWP4A+fzB41qj40=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zJbtP+NZdSzMmJPP69FitAtw0wY=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBQyiJCIqnghePFeyHtKFsNpt26e4m7G6EEvorvHhQxKs/x5v/xm2bg7Y+GHi8N8PMvDDlTBvP+3ZKa+sbm1vl7crO7t7+QfXwqK2TTBHaIglPVDfEmnImacsww2k3VRSLkNNOOL6d+Z0nqjRL5IOZpDQQeChZzAg2VnrM3MjVLnHDQbXm1b050CrxC1KDAs1B9asfJSQTVBrCsdY930tNkGNlGOF0WulnmqaYjPGQ9iyVWFAd5PODp+jMKhGKE2VLGjRXf0/kWGg9EaHtFNiM9LI3E//zepmJr4OcyTQzVJLFojjjyCRo9j2KmKLE8IklmChmb0VkhBUmxmZUsSH4yy+vkvZF3ffq/v1lrXFTxFGGEziFc/DhChpwB01oAQEBz/AKb45yXpx352PRWnKKmWP4A+fzB41qj40=</latexit>

↵S
<latexit sha1_base64="XtmfktZSUHJcWS2qoIfkkjx1iK8=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUDwVvHisaD+gDWWy3bRLN5t0dyOU0D/hxYMiXv073vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmBYng2rjut1NYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/YPyodHTR2nirIGjUWs2gFqJrhkDcONYO1EMYwCwVrB6Hbmt56Y0jyWj2aSMD/CgeQhp2is1O6iSIbYe+iVK27VnYOsEi8nFchR75W/uv2YphGThgrUuuO5ifEzVIZTwaalbqpZgnSEA9axVGLEtJ/N752SM6v0SRgrW9KQufp7IsNI60kU2M4IzVAvezPxP6+TmvDaz7hMUsMkXSwKU0FMTGbPkz5XjBoxsQSp4vZWQoeokBobUcmG4C2/vEqaF1XPrXr3l5XaTR5HEU7gFM7BgyuowR3UoQEUBDzDK7w5Y+fFeXc+Fq0FJ585hj9wPn8A5fGP1g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XtmfktZSUHJcWS2qoIfkkjx1iK8=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUDwVvHisaD+gDWWy3bRLN5t0dyOU0D/hxYMiXv073vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmBYng2rjut1NYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/YPyodHTR2nirIGjUWs2gFqJrhkDcONYO1EMYwCwVrB6Hbmt56Y0jyWj2aSMD/CgeQhp2is1O6iSIbYe+iVK27VnYOsEi8nFchR75W/uv2YphGThgrUuuO5ifEzVIZTwaalbqpZgnSEA9axVGLEtJ/N752SM6v0SRgrW9KQufp7IsNI60kU2M4IzVAvezPxP6+TmvDaz7hMUsMkXSwKU0FMTGbPkz5XjBoxsQSp4vZWQoeokBobUcmG4C2/vEqaF1XPrXr3l5XaTR5HEU7gFM7BgyuowR3UoQEUBDzDK7w5Y+fFeXc+Fq0FJ585hj9wPn8A5fGP1g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XtmfktZSUHJcWS2qoIfkkjx1iK8=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUDwVvHisaD+gDWWy3bRLN5t0dyOU0D/hxYMiXv073vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmBYng2rjut1NYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/YPyodHTR2nirIGjUWs2gFqJrhkDcONYO1EMYwCwVrB6Hbmt56Y0jyWj2aSMD/CgeQhp2is1O6iSIbYe+iVK27VnYOsEi8nFchR75W/uv2YphGThgrUuuO5ifEzVIZTwaalbqpZgnSEA9axVGLEtJ/N752SM6v0SRgrW9KQufp7IsNI60kU2M4IzVAvezPxP6+TmvDaz7hMUsMkXSwKU0FMTGbPkz5XjBoxsQSp4vZWQoeokBobUcmG4C2/vEqaF1XPrXr3l5XaTR5HEU7gFM7BgyuowR3UoQEUBDzDK7w5Y+fFeXc+Fq0FJ585hj9wPn8A5fGP1g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XtmfktZSUHJcWS2qoIfkkjx1iK8=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUDwVvHisaD+gDWWy3bRLN5t0dyOU0D/hxYMiXv073vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmBYng2rjut1NYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/YPyodHTR2nirIGjUWs2gFqJrhkDcONYO1EMYwCwVrB6Hbmt56Y0jyWj2aSMD/CgeQhp2is1O6iSIbYe+iVK27VnYOsEi8nFchR75W/uv2YphGThgrUuuO5ifEzVIZTwaalbqpZgnSEA9axVGLEtJ/N752SM6v0SRgrW9KQufp7IsNI60kU2M4IzVAvezPxP6+TmvDaz7hMUsMkXSwKU0FMTGbPkz5XjBoxsQSp4vZWQoeokBobUcmG4C2/vEqaF1XPrXr3l5XaTR5HEU7gFM7BgyuowR3UoQEUBDzDK7w5Y+fFeXc+Fq0FJ585hj9wPn8A5fGP1g==</latexit>

↵S
<latexit sha1_base64="XtmfktZSUHJcWS2qoIfkkjx1iK8=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUDwVvHisaD+gDWWy3bRLN5t0dyOU0D/hxYMiXv073vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmBYng2rjut1NYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/YPyodHTR2nirIGjUWs2gFqJrhkDcONYO1EMYwCwVrB6Hbmt56Y0jyWj2aSMD/CgeQhp2is1O6iSIbYe+iVK27VnYOsEi8nFchR75W/uv2YphGThgrUuuO5ifEzVIZTwaalbqpZgnSEA9axVGLEtJ/N752SM6v0SRgrW9KQufp7IsNI60kU2M4IzVAvezPxP6+TmvDaz7hMUsMkXSwKU0FMTGbPkz5XjBoxsQSp4vZWQoeokBobUcmG4C2/vEqaF1XPrXr3l5XaTR5HEU7gFM7BgyuowR3UoQEUBDzDK7w5Y+fFeXc+Fq0FJ585hj9wPn8A5fGP1g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XtmfktZSUHJcWS2qoIfkkjx1iK8=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUDwVvHisaD+gDWWy3bRLN5t0dyOU0D/hxYMiXv073vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmBYng2rjut1NYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/YPyodHTR2nirIGjUWs2gFqJrhkDcONYO1EMYwCwVrB6Hbmt56Y0jyWj2aSMD/CgeQhp2is1O6iSIbYe+iVK27VnYOsEi8nFchR75W/uv2YphGThgrUuuO5ifEzVIZTwaalbqpZgnSEA9axVGLEtJ/N752SM6v0SRgrW9KQufp7IsNI60kU2M4IzVAvezPxP6+TmvDaz7hMUsMkXSwKU0FMTGbPkz5XjBoxsQSp4vZWQoeokBobUcmG4C2/vEqaF1XPrXr3l5XaTR5HEU7gFM7BgyuowR3UoQEUBDzDK7w5Y+fFeXc+Fq0FJ585hj9wPn8A5fGP1g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XtmfktZSUHJcWS2qoIfkkjx1iK8=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUDwVvHisaD+gDWWy3bRLN5t0dyOU0D/hxYMiXv073vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmBYng2rjut1NYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/YPyodHTR2nirIGjUWs2gFqJrhkDcONYO1EMYwCwVrB6Hbmt56Y0jyWj2aSMD/CgeQhp2is1O6iSIbYe+iVK27VnYOsEi8nFchR75W/uv2YphGThgrUuuO5ifEzVIZTwaalbqpZgnSEA9axVGLEtJ/N752SM6v0SRgrW9KQufp7IsNI60kU2M4IzVAvezPxP6+TmvDaz7hMUsMkXSwKU0FMTGbPkz5XjBoxsQSp4vZWQoeokBobUcmG4C2/vEqaF1XPrXr3l5XaTR5HEU7gFM7BgyuowR3UoQEUBDzDK7w5Y+fFeXc+Fq0FJ585hj9wPn8A5fGP1g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XtmfktZSUHJcWS2qoIfkkjx1iK8=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUDwVvHisaD+gDWWy3bRLN5t0dyOU0D/hxYMiXv073vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmBYng2rjut1NYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/YPyodHTR2nirIGjUWs2gFqJrhkDcONYO1EMYwCwVrB6Hbmt56Y0jyWj2aSMD/CgeQhp2is1O6iSIbYe+iVK27VnYOsEi8nFchR75W/uv2YphGThgrUuuO5ifEzVIZTwaalbqpZgnSEA9axVGLEtJ/N752SM6v0SRgrW9KQufp7IsNI60kU2M4IzVAvezPxP6+TmvDaz7hMUsMkXSwKU0FMTGbPkz5XjBoxsQSp4vZWQoeokBobUcmG4C2/vEqaF1XPrXr3l5XaTR5HEU7gFM7BgyuowR3UoQEUBDzDK7w5Y+fFeXc+Fq0FJ585hj9wPn8A5fGP1g==</latexit>

2S-1S
<latexit sha1_base64="PFPCoJ1N1EI8yxP7vciE4VQGJuU=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgxZIUQfFU8OKxUvsBTSib7aZdutmE3YlYQv+GFw+KePXPePPfuG1z0NYHA4/3ZpiZFySCa3Scb6uwtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+P2jpOFWUtGotYdQOimeCStZCjYN1EMRIFgnWC8e3M7zwypXksH3CSMD8iQ8lDTgkayas1PWRPmF1M3Wa/XHGqzhz2KnFzUoEcjX75yxvENI2YRCqI1j3XSdDPiEJOBZuWvFSzhNAxGbKeoZJETPvZ/OapfWaUgR3GypREe67+nshIpPUkCkxnRHCkl72Z+J/XSzG89jMukxSZpItFYSpsjO1ZAPaAK0ZRTAwhVHFzq01HRBGKJqaSCcFdfnmVtGtV16m695eV+k0eRxFO4BTOwYUrqMMdNKAFFBJ4hld4s1LrxXq3PhatBSufOYY/sD5/AGQUkTk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PFPCoJ1N1EI8yxP7vciE4VQGJuU=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgxZIUQfFU8OKxUvsBTSib7aZdutmE3YlYQv+GFw+KePXPePPfuG1z0NYHA4/3ZpiZFySCa3Scb6uwtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+P2jpOFWUtGotYdQOimeCStZCjYN1EMRIFgnWC8e3M7zwypXksH3CSMD8iQ8lDTgkayas1PWRPmF1M3Wa/XHGqzhz2KnFzUoEcjX75yxvENI2YRCqI1j3XSdDPiEJOBZuWvFSzhNAxGbKeoZJETPvZ/OapfWaUgR3GypREe67+nshIpPUkCkxnRHCkl72Z+J/XSzG89jMukxSZpItFYSpsjO1ZAPaAK0ZRTAwhVHFzq01HRBGKJqaSCcFdfnmVtGtV16m695eV+k0eRxFO4BTOwYUrqMMdNKAFFBJ4hld4s1LrxXq3PhatBSufOYY/sD5/AGQUkTk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PFPCoJ1N1EI8yxP7vciE4VQGJuU=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgxZIUQfFU8OKxUvsBTSib7aZdutmE3YlYQv+GFw+KePXPePPfuG1z0NYHA4/3ZpiZFySCa3Scb6uwtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+P2jpOFWUtGotYdQOimeCStZCjYN1EMRIFgnWC8e3M7zwypXksH3CSMD8iQ8lDTgkayas1PWRPmF1M3Wa/XHGqzhz2KnFzUoEcjX75yxvENI2YRCqI1j3XSdDPiEJOBZuWvFSzhNAxGbKeoZJETPvZ/OapfWaUgR3GypREe67+nshIpPUkCkxnRHCkl72Z+J/XSzG89jMukxSZpItFYSpsjO1ZAPaAK0ZRTAwhVHFzq01HRBGKJqaSCcFdfnmVtGtV16m695eV+k0eRxFO4BTOwYUrqMMdNKAFFBJ4hld4s1LrxXq3PhatBSufOYY/sD5/AGQUkTk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PFPCoJ1N1EI8yxP7vciE4VQGJuU=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgxZIUQfFU8OKxUvsBTSib7aZdutmE3YlYQv+GFw+KePXPePPfuG1z0NYHA4/3ZpiZFySCa3Scb6uwtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+P2jpOFWUtGotYdQOimeCStZCjYN1EMRIFgnWC8e3M7zwypXksH3CSMD8iQ8lDTgkayas1PWRPmF1M3Wa/XHGqzhz2KnFzUoEcjX75yxvENI2YRCqI1j3XSdDPiEJOBZuWvFSzhNAxGbKeoZJETPvZ/OapfWaUgR3GypREe67+nshIpPUkCkxnRHCkl72Z+J/XSzG89jMukxSZpItFYSpsjO1ZAPaAK0ZRTAwhVHFzq01HRBGKJqaSCcFdfnmVtGtV16m695eV+k0eRxFO4BTOwYUrqMMdNKAFFBJ4hld4s1LrxXq3PhatBSufOYY/sD5/AGQUkTk=</latexit>

Y<latexit sha1_base64="wHurHRns4+6W+9qAuj5ZCeowh7o=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUDwVvHhswX5IG8pmO2nXbjZhdyOU0F/gxYMiXv1J3vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmBYng2rjut1NYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/YPyodHLR2nimGTxSJWnYBqFFxi03AjsJMopFEgsB2Mb2d++wmV5rG8N5ME/YgOJQ85o8ZKjYd+ueJW3TnIKvFyUoEc9X75qzeIWRqhNExQrbuemxg/o8pwJnBa6qUaE8rGdIhdSyWNUPvZ/NApObPKgISxsiUNmau/JzIaaT2JAtsZUTPSy95M/M/rpia89jMuk9SgZItFYSqIicnsazLgCpkRE0soU9zeStiIKsqMzaZkQ/CWX14lrYuq51a9xmWldpPHUYQTOIVz8OAKanAHdWgCA4RneIU359F5cd6dj0VrwclnjuEPnM8ftNWM1Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wHurHRns4+6W+9qAuj5ZCeowh7o=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUDwVvHhswX5IG8pmO2nXbjZhdyOU0F/gxYMiXv1J3vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmBYng2rjut1NYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/YPyodHLR2nimGTxSJWnYBqFFxi03AjsJMopFEgsB2Mb2d++wmV5rG8N5ME/YgOJQ85o8ZKjYd+ueJW3TnIKvFyUoEc9X75qzeIWRqhNExQrbuemxg/o8pwJnBa6qUaE8rGdIhdSyWNUPvZ/NApObPKgISxsiUNmau/JzIaaT2JAtsZUTPSy95M/M/rpia89jMuk9SgZItFYSqIicnsazLgCpkRE0soU9zeStiIKsqMzaZkQ/CWX14lrYuq51a9xmWldpPHUYQTOIVz8OAKanAHdWgCA4RneIU359F5cd6dj0VrwclnjuEPnM8ftNWM1Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wHurHRns4+6W+9qAuj5ZCeowh7o=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUDwVvHhswX5IG8pmO2nXbjZhdyOU0F/gxYMiXv1J3vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmBYng2rjut1NYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/YPyodHLR2nimGTxSJWnYBqFFxi03AjsJMopFEgsB2Mb2d++wmV5rG8N5ME/YgOJQ85o8ZKjYd+ueJW3TnIKvFyUoEc9X75qzeIWRqhNExQrbuemxg/o8pwJnBa6qUaE8rGdIhdSyWNUPvZ/NApObPKgISxsiUNmau/JzIaaT2JAtsZUTPSy95M/M/rpia89jMuk9SgZItFYSqIicnsazLgCpkRE0soU9zeStiIKsqMzaZkQ/CWX14lrYuq51a9xmWldpPHUYQTOIVz8OAKanAHdWgCA4RneIU359F5cd6dj0VrwclnjuEPnM8ftNWM1Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wHurHRns4+6W+9qAuj5ZCeowh7o=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUDwVvHhswX5IG8pmO2nXbjZhdyOU0F/gxYMiXv1J3vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmBYng2rjut1NYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/YPyodHLR2nimGTxSJWnYBqFFxi03AjsJMopFEgsB2Mb2d++wmV5rG8N5ME/YgOJQ85o8ZKjYd+ueJW3TnIKvFyUoEc9X75qzeIWRqhNExQrbuemxg/o8pwJnBa6qUaE8rGdIhdSyWNUPvZ/NApObPKgISxsiUNmau/JzIaaT2JAtsZUTPSy95M/M/rpia89jMuk9SgZItFYSqIicnsazLgCpkRE0soU9zeStiIKsqMzaZkQ/CWX14lrYuq51a9xmWldpPHUYQTOIVz8OAKanAHdWgCA4RneIU359F5cd6dj0VrwclnjuEPnM8ftNWM1Q==</latexit>

f⇡
<latexit sha1_base64="iFwnyL5HcBsQTyYXgXTOpeVLYEk=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9kVQfFU8OKxgv2AdinZNNvGZpOQZIWy9D948aCIV/+PN/+N2XYP2vpg4PHeDDPzIsWZsb7/7ZXW1jc2t8rblZ3dvf2D6uFR28hUE9oikkvdjbChnAnassxy2lWa4iTitBNNbnO/80S1YVI82KmiYYJHgsWMYOukdjzoK1YZVGt+3Z8DrZKgIDUo0BxUv/pDSdKECks4NqYX+MqGGdaWEU5nlX5qqMJkgke056jACTVhNr92hs6cMkSx1K6ERXP190SGE2OmSeQ6E2zHZtnLxf+8Xmrj6zBjQqWWCrJYFKccWYny19GQaUosnzqCiWbuVkTGWGNiXUB5CMHyy6ukfVEP/Hpwf1lr3BRxlOEETuEcAriCBtxBE1pA4BGe4RXePOm9eO/ex6K15BUzx/AH3ucP+o2Osg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="iFwnyL5HcBsQTyYXgXTOpeVLYEk=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9kVQfFU8OKxgv2AdinZNNvGZpOQZIWy9D948aCIV/+PN/+N2XYP2vpg4PHeDDPzIsWZsb7/7ZXW1jc2t8rblZ3dvf2D6uFR28hUE9oikkvdjbChnAnassxy2lWa4iTitBNNbnO/80S1YVI82KmiYYJHgsWMYOukdjzoK1YZVGt+3Z8DrZKgIDUo0BxUv/pDSdKECks4NqYX+MqGGdaWEU5nlX5qqMJkgke056jACTVhNr92hs6cMkSx1K6ERXP190SGE2OmSeQ6E2zHZtnLxf+8Xmrj6zBjQqWWCrJYFKccWYny19GQaUosnzqCiWbuVkTGWGNiXUB5CMHyy6ukfVEP/Hpwf1lr3BRxlOEETuEcAriCBtxBE1pA4BGe4RXePOm9eO/ex6K15BUzx/AH3ucP+o2Osg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="iFwnyL5HcBsQTyYXgXTOpeVLYEk=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9kVQfFU8OKxgv2AdinZNNvGZpOQZIWy9D948aCIV/+PN/+N2XYP2vpg4PHeDDPzIsWZsb7/7ZXW1jc2t8rblZ3dvf2D6uFR28hUE9oikkvdjbChnAnassxy2lWa4iTitBNNbnO/80S1YVI82KmiYYJHgsWMYOukdjzoK1YZVGt+3Z8DrZKgIDUo0BxUv/pDSdKECks4NqYX+MqGGdaWEU5nlX5qqMJkgke056jACTVhNr92hs6cMkSx1K6ERXP190SGE2OmSeQ6E2zHZtnLxf+8Xmrj6zBjQqWWCrJYFKccWYny19GQaUosnzqCiWbuVkTGWGNiXUB5CMHyy6ukfVEP/Hpwf1lr3BRxlOEETuEcAriCBtxBE1pA4BGe4RXePOm9eO/ex6K15BUzx/AH3ucP+o2Osg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="iFwnyL5HcBsQTyYXgXTOpeVLYEk=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9kVQfFU8OKxgv2AdinZNNvGZpOQZIWy9D948aCIV/+PN/+N2XYP2vpg4PHeDDPzIsWZsb7/7ZXW1jc2t8rblZ3dvf2D6uFR28hUE9oikkvdjbChnAnassxy2lWa4iTitBNNbnO/80S1YVI82KmiYYJHgsWMYOukdjzoK1YZVGt+3Z8DrZKgIDUo0BxUv/pDSdKECks4NqYX+MqGGdaWEU5nlX5qqMJkgke056jACTVhNr92hs6cMkSx1K6ERXP190SGE2OmSeQ6E2zHZtnLxf+8Xmrj6zBjQqWWCrJYFKccWYny19GQaUosnzqCiWbuVkTGWGNiXUB5CMHyy6ukfVEP/Hpwf1lr3BRxlOEETuEcAriCBtxBE1pA4BGe4RXePOm9eO/ex6K15BUzx/AH3ucP+o2Osg==</latexit>

⌦
<latexit sha1_base64="A+J/d4WIaE9qsi3/7kcxWTApKVs=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0RFE8BL96MYB6QLGF20puMmZldZmaFEPIPXjwo4tX/8ebfOEn2oIkFDUVVN91dUSq4sb7/7a2srq1vbBa2its7u3v7pYPDhkkyzbDOEpHoVkQNCq6wbrkV2Eo1UhkJbEbDm6nffEJteKIe7CjFUNK+4jFn1Dqp0bmT2KfdUtmv+DOQZRLkpAw5at3SV6eXsEyiskxQY9qBn9pwTLXlTOCk2MkMppQNaR/bjioq0YTj2bUTcuqUHokT7UpZMlN/T4ypNGYkI9cpqR2YRW8q/ue1MxtfhWOu0syiYvNFcSaITcj0ddLjGpkVI0co09zdStiAasqsC6joQggWX14mjfNK4FeC+4ty9TqPowDHcAJnEMAlVOEWalAHBo/wDK/w5iXei/fufcxbV7x85gj+wPv8AVzJjvM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="A+J/d4WIaE9qsi3/7kcxWTApKVs=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0RFE8BL96MYB6QLGF20puMmZldZmaFEPIPXjwo4tX/8ebfOEn2oIkFDUVVN91dUSq4sb7/7a2srq1vbBa2its7u3v7pYPDhkkyzbDOEpHoVkQNCq6wbrkV2Eo1UhkJbEbDm6nffEJteKIe7CjFUNK+4jFn1Dqp0bmT2KfdUtmv+DOQZRLkpAw5at3SV6eXsEyiskxQY9qBn9pwTLXlTOCk2MkMppQNaR/bjioq0YTj2bUTcuqUHokT7UpZMlN/T4ypNGYkI9cpqR2YRW8q/ue1MxtfhWOu0syiYvNFcSaITcj0ddLjGpkVI0co09zdStiAasqsC6joQggWX14mjfNK4FeC+4ty9TqPowDHcAJnEMAlVOEWalAHBo/wDK/w5iXei/fufcxbV7x85gj+wPv8AVzJjvM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="A+J/d4WIaE9qsi3/7kcxWTApKVs=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0RFE8BL96MYB6QLGF20puMmZldZmaFEPIPXjwo4tX/8ebfOEn2oIkFDUVVN91dUSq4sb7/7a2srq1vbBa2its7u3v7pYPDhkkyzbDOEpHoVkQNCq6wbrkV2Eo1UhkJbEbDm6nffEJteKIe7CjFUNK+4jFn1Dqp0bmT2KfdUtmv+DOQZRLkpAw5at3SV6eXsEyiskxQY9qBn9pwTLXlTOCk2MkMppQNaR/bjioq0YTj2bUTcuqUHokT7UpZMlN/T4ypNGYkI9cpqR2YRW8q/ue1MxtfhWOu0syiYvNFcSaITcj0ddLjGpkVI0co09zdStiAasqsC6joQggWX14mjfNK4FeC+4ty9TqPowDHcAJnEMAlVOEWalAHBo/wDK/w5iXei/fufcxbV7x85gj+wPv8AVzJjvM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="A+J/d4WIaE9qsi3/7kcxWTApKVs=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0RFE8BL96MYB6QLGF20puMmZldZmaFEPIPXjwo4tX/8ebfOEn2oIkFDUVVN91dUSq4sb7/7a2srq1vbBa2its7u3v7pYPDhkkyzbDOEpHoVkQNCq6wbrkV2Eo1UhkJbEbDm6nffEJteKIe7CjFUNK+4jFn1Dqp0bmT2KfdUtmv+DOQZRLkpAw5at3SV6eXsEyiskxQY9qBn9pwTLXlTOCk2MkMppQNaR/bjioq0YTj2bUTcuqUHokT7UpZMlN/T4ypNGYkI9cpqR2YRW8q/ue1MxtfhWOu0syiYvNFcSaITcj0ddLjGpkVI0co09zdStiAasqsC6joQggWX14mjfNK4FeC+4ty9TqPowDHcAJnEMAlVOEWalAHBo/wDK/w5iXei/fufcxbV7x85gj+wPv8AVzJjvM=</latexit>

OUTPUT



Parton physics from Lattice QCD

Phiala Shanahan, MIT

Exploratory Era

•x-dependence of 
PDFs 

•TMDs 

Precision Era

•Static properties of 
nucleon incl. spin, 
flavour decomp. 

•Mellin moments of 
PDFs, GPDs 

Fully-controlled w/ 
few-percent errors 
within ~5y

First calculations, 
timeline for 
controlled 
calculations unclear

Early Era

•Nuclear structure A<5 

•Spin, flavour decomp. 
of EMC-type effects 

Fully-controlled w/ 
~15—percent errors 
within ~5y 

x
<latexit sha1_base64="UY5GGBwA3RzrZIPf5zzXcAznNTQ=">AAAB6HicdVDJSgNBEO1xjXGLevTSGARPQ8+YYHILevGYgFkgGUJPpyZp07PQ3SOGIV/gxYMiXv0kb/6NnUVQ0QcFj/eqqKrnJ4IrTciHtbK6tr6xmdvKb+/s7u0XDg5bKk4lgyaLRSw7PlUgeARNzbWATiKBhr6Atj++mvntO5CKx9GNniTghXQY8YAzqo3UuO8XisSuVkmpVMbELhPXdSuGkHO3UnWwY5M5imiJer/w3hvELA0h0kxQpboOSbSXUak5EzDN91IFCWVjOoSuoRENQXnZ/NApPjXKAAexNBVpPFe/T2Q0VGoS+qYzpHqkfnsz8S+vm+qg4mU8SlINEVssClKBdYxnX+MBl8C0mBhCmeTmVsxGVFKmTTZ5E8LXp/h/0nJth9hOo1SsXS7jyKFjdILOkIMuUA1dozpqIoYAPaAn9GzdWo/Wi/W6aF2xljNH6Aest09QLY1F</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UY5GGBwA3RzrZIPf5zzXcAznNTQ=">AAAB6HicdVDJSgNBEO1xjXGLevTSGARPQ8+YYHILevGYgFkgGUJPpyZp07PQ3SOGIV/gxYMiXv0kb/6NnUVQ0QcFj/eqqKrnJ4IrTciHtbK6tr6xmdvKb+/s7u0XDg5bKk4lgyaLRSw7PlUgeARNzbWATiKBhr6Atj++mvntO5CKx9GNniTghXQY8YAzqo3UuO8XisSuVkmpVMbELhPXdSuGkHO3UnWwY5M5imiJer/w3hvELA0h0kxQpboOSbSXUak5EzDN91IFCWVjOoSuoRENQXnZ/NApPjXKAAexNBVpPFe/T2Q0VGoS+qYzpHqkfnsz8S+vm+qg4mU8SlINEVssClKBdYxnX+MBl8C0mBhCmeTmVsxGVFKmTTZ5E8LXp/h/0nJth9hOo1SsXS7jyKFjdILOkIMuUA1dozpqIoYAPaAn9GzdWo/Wi/W6aF2xljNH6Aest09QLY1F</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UY5GGBwA3RzrZIPf5zzXcAznNTQ=">AAAB6HicdVDJSgNBEO1xjXGLevTSGARPQ8+YYHILevGYgFkgGUJPpyZp07PQ3SOGIV/gxYMiXv0kb/6NnUVQ0QcFj/eqqKrnJ4IrTciHtbK6tr6xmdvKb+/s7u0XDg5bKk4lgyaLRSw7PlUgeARNzbWATiKBhr6Atj++mvntO5CKx9GNniTghXQY8YAzqo3UuO8XisSuVkmpVMbELhPXdSuGkHO3UnWwY5M5imiJer/w3hvELA0h0kxQpboOSbSXUak5EzDN91IFCWVjOoSuoRENQXnZ/NApPjXKAAexNBVpPFe/T2Q0VGoS+qYzpHqkfnsz8S+vm+qg4mU8SlINEVssClKBdYxnX+MBl8C0mBhCmeTmVsxGVFKmTTZ5E8LXp/h/0nJth9hOo1SsXS7jyKFjdILOkIMuUA1dozpqIoYAPaAn9GzdWo/Wi/W6aF2xljNH6Aest09QLY1F</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UY5GGBwA3RzrZIPf5zzXcAznNTQ=">AAAB6HicdVDJSgNBEO1xjXGLevTSGARPQ8+YYHILevGYgFkgGUJPpyZp07PQ3SOGIV/gxYMiXv0kb/6NnUVQ0QcFj/eqqKrnJ4IrTciHtbK6tr6xmdvKb+/s7u0XDg5bKk4lgyaLRSw7PlUgeARNzbWATiKBhr6Atj++mvntO5CKx9GNniTghXQY8YAzqo3UuO8XisSuVkmpVMbELhPXdSuGkHO3UnWwY5M5imiJer/w3hvELA0h0kxQpboOSbSXUak5EzDN91IFCWVjOoSuoRENQXnZ/NApPjXKAAexNBVpPFe/T2Q0VGoS+qYzpHqkfnsz8S+vm+qg4mU8SlINEVssClKBdYxnX+MBl8C0mBhCmeTmVsxGVFKmTTZ5E8LXp/h/0nJth9hOo1SsXS7jyKFjdILOkIMuUA1dozpqIoYAPaAn9GzdWo/Wi/W6aF2xljNH6Aest09QLY1F</latexit>

kT
<latexit sha1_base64="u9pw/Bnny5YGrec2vhbBCqKgO8s=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KOXxiB4GnrGBJNb0IvHiNkgGUJPpydp0rPQ3SOEIZ/gxYMiXv0ib/6NnUVQ0QcFj/eqqKrnJ4IrjfGHlVtb39jcym8Xdnb39g+Kh0dtFaeSshaNRSy7PlFM8Ii1NNeCdRPJSOgL1vEn13O/c8+k4nHU1NOEeSEZRTzglGgj3U0GzUGxhO1aDZfLFYTtCnZdt2oIvnCrNQc5Nl6gBCs0BsX3/jCmacgiTQVRqufgRHsZkZpTwWaFfqpYQuiEjFjP0IiETHnZ4tQZOjPKEAWxNBVptFC/T2QkVGoa+qYzJHqsfntz8S+vl+qg6mU8SlLNIrpcFKQC6RjN/0ZDLhnVYmoIoZKbWxEdE0moNukUTAhfn6L/Sdu1HWw7t+VS/WoVRx5O4BTOwYFLqMMNNKAFFEbwAE/wbAnr0XqxXpetOWs1cww/YL19ApbTjf8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="u9pw/Bnny5YGrec2vhbBCqKgO8s=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KOXxiB4GnrGBJNb0IvHiNkgGUJPpydp0rPQ3SOEIZ/gxYMiXv0ib/6NnUVQ0QcFj/eqqKrnJ4IrjfGHlVtb39jcym8Xdnb39g+Kh0dtFaeSshaNRSy7PlFM8Ii1NNeCdRPJSOgL1vEn13O/c8+k4nHU1NOEeSEZRTzglGgj3U0GzUGxhO1aDZfLFYTtCnZdt2oIvnCrNQc5Nl6gBCs0BsX3/jCmacgiTQVRqufgRHsZkZpTwWaFfqpYQuiEjFjP0IiETHnZ4tQZOjPKEAWxNBVptFC/T2QkVGoa+qYzJHqsfntz8S+vl+qg6mU8SlLNIrpcFKQC6RjN/0ZDLhnVYmoIoZKbWxEdE0moNukUTAhfn6L/Sdu1HWw7t+VS/WoVRx5O4BTOwYFLqMMNNKAFFEbwAE/wbAnr0XqxXpetOWs1cww/YL19ApbTjf8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="u9pw/Bnny5YGrec2vhbBCqKgO8s=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KOXxiB4GnrGBJNb0IvHiNkgGUJPpydp0rPQ3SOEIZ/gxYMiXv0ib/6NnUVQ0QcFj/eqqKrnJ4IrjfGHlVtb39jcym8Xdnb39g+Kh0dtFaeSshaNRSy7PlFM8Ii1NNeCdRPJSOgL1vEn13O/c8+k4nHU1NOEeSEZRTzglGgj3U0GzUGxhO1aDZfLFYTtCnZdt2oIvnCrNQc5Nl6gBCs0BsX3/jCmacgiTQVRqufgRHsZkZpTwWaFfqpYQuiEjFjP0IiETHnZ4tQZOjPKEAWxNBVptFC/T2QkVGoa+qYzJHqsfntz8S+vl+qg6mU8SlLNIrpcFKQC6RjN/0ZDLhnVYmoIoZKbWxEdE0moNukUTAhfn6L/Sdu1HWw7t+VS/WoVRx5O4BTOwYFLqMMNNKAFFEbwAE/wbAnr0XqxXpetOWs1cww/YL19ApbTjf8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="u9pw/Bnny5YGrec2vhbBCqKgO8s=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KOXxiB4GnrGBJNb0IvHiNkgGUJPpydp0rPQ3SOEIZ/gxYMiXv0ib/6NnUVQ0QcFj/eqqKrnJ4IrjfGHlVtb39jcym8Xdnb39g+Kh0dtFaeSshaNRSy7PlFM8Ii1NNeCdRPJSOgL1vEn13O/c8+k4nHU1NOEeSEZRTzglGgj3U0GzUGxhO1aDZfLFYTtCnZdt2oIvnCrNQc5Nl6gBCs0BsX3/jCmacgiTQVRqufgRHsZkZpTwWaFfqpYQuiEjFjP0IiETHnZ4tQZOjPKEAWxNBVptFC/T2QkVGoa+qYzJHqsfntz8S+vl+qg6mU8SlLNIrpcFKQC6RjN/0ZDLhnVYmoIoZKbWxEdE0moNukUTAhfn6L/Sdu1HWw7t+VS/WoVRx5O4BTOwYFLqMMNNKAFFEbwAE/wbAnr0XqxXpetOWs1cww/YL19ApbTjf8=</latexit>

bT
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β-decay  
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Double β-decay      
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Gluon structure of light nuclei       
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Scalar, axial, tensor MEs       
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Baryon-baryon interactions, 
including QED       
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EMC-type effects in light nuclei       
[PRD 96 094512 (2017), 2009.05522 (2020)]

Phiala Shanahan, MIT

Recent highlights

Nuclear physics from lattice QCD

Nuclei with A<5  
unphysical quark masses 
First calculations with 
physical masses in progress 
2021

Nuclear physics 
from lattice QCD 
Collaboration

Other lattice studies of nuclei:

PACS-CS e.g. ,Yamazaki et al,  
Phys.Rev.D 92 (2015); 
Callatt e.g., E Berkowitz et al,  
Phys.Lett.B 765 (2017) 285
Mainz e.g., A. Francis et al, Phys.Rev.D 99 (2019) 
HALQCD e.g., Ishii et al,  
Phys.Rev.Lett. 99 (2007) (potential approach)
 



Classic EMC effect is defined in F2: 
 
 

               x-integrals of numerator and     
               denominator

Phiala Shanahan, MIT

First investigation of EMC-type effects from LQCD: 
Nuclear effects in Mellin moments of PDFs 

EMC effects in Mellin moments 

[Eskola et al., Eur. Phys. J. C 163 (2017)]

Nuclear momentum fractions

Fit

Global fits to available data constraining nuclear PDFs (charged lepton DIS, neutrino DIS, Drell-Yan, …) 
performed by multiple groups: EPPS, nCTEQ, DSSZ, …
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Fig. 13 Ratios of structure functions for various nuclei as measured
by the NMC [73,74] and EMC [78] collaborations, compared with the
EPPS16 fit. In the rightmost panel the labels “addendum” and “chariot”

refer to the two different experimental setups in Ref. [78]. For a better
visibility, some data sets have been offset by a factor of 0.92 as indicated

ing to Eq. (53). The error bars shown on the experimental
data correspond to the statistical and systematic errors added
in quadrature. The charged-lepton DIS data are shown in
Figs. 12, 13, 14 and 15. We note that, for undoing the isoscalar
corrections as explained in Sect. 3.1, the data appear some-
what different from those e.g. in the EPS09 paper. On aver-
age, the data are well reproduced by the fit. In some cases the
uncertainty bands are rather asymmetric (see e.g. the NMC
data panel in Fig. 15) which was the case in the EPS09 fit as
well. This is likely to come from the fact that the A depen-
dence is parametrized only at few values of x (small-x limit,
xa , xe) and in between these points the A dependence appears
to be somewhat lopsided in some cases. The Q2 dependence
of the data visible in Figs. 12 and 14 is also nicely consistent
with EPPS16.

The pA vs. pD Drell–Yan data are shown in Figs. 16 and
17. In the calculation of the corresponding differential NLO
cross sections d!DY/dxdM we define x1,2 ! (M/

"
s)e±y

where M is the invariant mass and y the rapidity of the dilep-
ton. The scale choice in the PDFs is Q = M . While these data
are well reproduced, the scatter of the data from one nucleus
to another is the main reason we are unable to pin down any
systematic A dependence for the sea quarks at xa (some A
dependence develops via DGLAP evolution, however). For
example, as is well visible in Fig. 17, it is not clear from the
data whether there is a suppression or an enhancement for
x ! 0.1.

The pion–A DY data are presented in Fig. 18. As is evi-
dent from the figure, these data set into the EPPS16 fit without
causing a significant tension. Overall, however, the statisti-
cal weight of these data is not enough to set stringent addi-
tional constraints to nuclear PDFs. Similarly to the findings
of Ref. [67], the optimal data normalization of the lower-

energy NA10 data (the lower right panel) is rather large
( fN = 1.121), but the x2 dependence of the data is well
in line with the fit.

The collider data, i.e. new LHC pPb data as well as the
PHENIX DAu data, are shown in Fig. 19. To ease the inter-
pretation of the LHC data (forward-to-backward ratios), the
baseline with no nuclear effects in PDFs is always indicated
as well. The baseline deviates from unity for isospin effects
(unequal amount of protons and neutrons in Pb) as well as
for experimental acceptances. For the electroweak observ-
ables, the nuclear effects cause suppression in the computed
forward-to-backward ratios (with respect to the baseline with
no nuclear effects) as one is predominantly probing the region
below x # 0.1 where the net nuclear effect of sea quarks has
a downward slope toward small x . Very roughly, the probed
nuclear x-regions can be estimated by x $ (MW,Z/

"
s)e%y

and thus, toward more forward rapidities (y > 0) one probes
smaller x than in the backward direction (y < 0). The sup-
pression comes about as smaller-x quark distributions are
divided by larger-x (less-shadowed or antishadowed) quarks.
In the case of dijets, the nuclear PDFs are sampled at higher
x and, in contrast to the electroweak bosons, an enhancement
is observed. In our calculations, this follows essentially from
antishadowed gluons becoming divided by EMC-suppressed
gluon distributions; see Ref. [70] for more detailed discus-
sions. The PHENIX pion data [31] is also well consistent
with EPPS16, though, for the more precise CMS dijet data,
its role is no longer as essential as in the EPS09 analysis.

Finally, comparisons with the CHORUS neutrino and
antineutrino data are shown in Figs. 20 and 21. The data
exhibit a rather typical pattern of antishadowing followed by
an EMC effect at large x . The incident beam energies are not
high enough to reach the small-x region where a shadowing
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are well reproduced, the scatter of the data from one nucleus
to another is the main reason we are unable to pin down any
systematic A dependence for the sea quarks at xa (some A
dependence develops via DGLAP evolution, however). For
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data whether there is a suppression or an enhancement for
x ! 0.1.

The pion–A DY data are presented in Fig. 18. As is evi-
dent from the figure, these data set into the EPPS16 fit without
causing a significant tension. Overall, however, the statisti-
cal weight of these data is not enough to set stringent addi-
tional constraints to nuclear PDFs. Similarly to the findings
of Ref. [67], the optimal data normalization of the lower-

energy NA10 data (the lower right panel) is rather large
( fN = 1.121), but the x2 dependence of the data is well
in line with the fit.
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PHENIX DAu data, are shown in Fig. 19. To ease the inter-
pretation of the LHC data (forward-to-backward ratios), the
baseline with no nuclear effects in PDFs is always indicated
as well. The baseline deviates from unity for isospin effects
(unequal amount of protons and neutrons in Pb) as well as
for experimental acceptances. For the electroweak observ-
ables, the nuclear effects cause suppression in the computed
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below x # 0.1 where the net nuclear effect of sea quarks has
a downward slope toward small x . Very roughly, the probed
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and thus, toward more forward rapidities (y > 0) one probes
smaller x than in the backward direction (y < 0). The sup-
pression comes about as smaller-x quark distributions are
divided by larger-x (less-shadowed or antishadowed) quarks.
In the case of dijets, the nuclear PDFs are sampled at higher
x and, in contrast to the electroweak bosons, an enhancement
is observed. In our calculations, this follows essentially from
antishadowed gluons becoming divided by EMC-suppressed
gluon distributions; see Ref. [70] for more detailed discus-
sions. The PHENIX pion data [31] is also well consistent
with EPPS16, though, for the more precise CMS dijet data,
its role is no longer as essential as in the EPS09 analysis.

Finally, comparisons with the CHORUS neutrino and
antineutrino data are shown in Figs. 20 and 21. The data
exhibit a rather typical pattern of antishadowing followed by
an EMC effect at large x . The incident beam energies are not
high enough to reach the small-x region where a shadowing
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where M is the invariant mass and y the rapidity of the dilep-
ton. The scale choice in the PDFs is Q = M . While these data
are well reproduced, the scatter of the data from one nucleus
to another is the main reason we are unable to pin down any
systematic A dependence for the sea quarks at xa (some A
dependence develops via DGLAP evolution, however). For
example, as is well visible in Fig. 17, it is not clear from the
data whether there is a suppression or an enhancement for
x ! 0.1.

The pion–A DY data are presented in Fig. 18. As is evi-
dent from the figure, these data set into the EPPS16 fit without
causing a significant tension. Overall, however, the statisti-
cal weight of these data is not enough to set stringent addi-
tional constraints to nuclear PDFs. Similarly to the findings
of Ref. [67], the optimal data normalization of the lower-

energy NA10 data (the lower right panel) is rather large
( fN = 1.121), but the x2 dependence of the data is well
in line with the fit.

The collider data, i.e. new LHC pPb data as well as the
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and thus, toward more forward rapidities (y > 0) one probes
smaller x than in the backward direction (y < 0). The sup-
pression comes about as smaller-x quark distributions are
divided by larger-x (less-shadowed or antishadowed) quarks.
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x and, in contrast to the electroweak bosons, an enhancement
is observed. In our calculations, this follows essentially from
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an EMC effect at large x . The incident beam energies are not
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Integrate nuclear 
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PDFs
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Nuclear matrix elements of         and        probe   -integrated EMC effect. Phenomenological expectations?T q
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• BUT EMC effects in moments are very small

F2(x,Q
2) =

X

q=u,d,s...

x e2q [q(x,Q
2) + q(x,Q2)]

Number density of  
partons of flavour q

Z 1

0
dx xnq(x,Q2)
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Fig. 13 Ratios of structure functions for various nuclei as measured
by the NMC [73,74] and EMC [78] collaborations, compared with the
EPPS16 fit. In the rightmost panel the labels “addendum” and “chariot”

refer to the two different experimental setups in Ref. [78]. For a better
visibility, some data sets have been offset by a factor of 0.92 as indicated

ing to Eq. (53). The error bars shown on the experimental
data correspond to the statistical and systematic errors added
in quadrature. The charged-lepton DIS data are shown in
Figs. 12, 13, 14 and 15. We note that, for undoing the isoscalar
corrections as explained in Sect. 3.1, the data appear some-
what different from those e.g. in the EPS09 paper. On aver-
age, the data are well reproduced by the fit. In some cases the
uncertainty bands are rather asymmetric (see e.g. the NMC
data panel in Fig. 15) which was the case in the EPS09 fit as
well. This is likely to come from the fact that the A depen-
dence is parametrized only at few values of x (small-x limit,
xa , xe) and in between these points the A dependence appears
to be somewhat lopsided in some cases. The Q2 dependence
of the data visible in Figs. 12 and 14 is also nicely consistent
with EPPS16.

The pA vs. pD Drell–Yan data are shown in Figs. 16 and
17. In the calculation of the corresponding differential NLO
cross sections d!DY/dxdM we define x1,2 ! (M/

"
s)e±y

where M is the invariant mass and y the rapidity of the dilep-
ton. The scale choice in the PDFs is Q = M . While these data
are well reproduced, the scatter of the data from one nucleus
to another is the main reason we are unable to pin down any
systematic A dependence for the sea quarks at xa (some A
dependence develops via DGLAP evolution, however). For
example, as is well visible in Fig. 17, it is not clear from the
data whether there is a suppression or an enhancement for
x ! 0.1.

The pion–A DY data are presented in Fig. 18. As is evi-
dent from the figure, these data set into the EPPS16 fit without
causing a significant tension. Overall, however, the statisti-
cal weight of these data is not enough to set stringent addi-
tional constraints to nuclear PDFs. Similarly to the findings
of Ref. [67], the optimal data normalization of the lower-

energy NA10 data (the lower right panel) is rather large
( fN = 1.121), but the x2 dependence of the data is well
in line with the fit.

The collider data, i.e. new LHC pPb data as well as the
PHENIX DAu data, are shown in Fig. 19. To ease the inter-
pretation of the LHC data (forward-to-backward ratios), the
baseline with no nuclear effects in PDFs is always indicated
as well. The baseline deviates from unity for isospin effects
(unequal amount of protons and neutrons in Pb) as well as
for experimental acceptances. For the electroweak observ-
ables, the nuclear effects cause suppression in the computed
forward-to-backward ratios (with respect to the baseline with
no nuclear effects) as one is predominantly probing the region
below x # 0.1 where the net nuclear effect of sea quarks has
a downward slope toward small x . Very roughly, the probed
nuclear x-regions can be estimated by x $ (MW,Z/

"
s)e%y

and thus, toward more forward rapidities (y > 0) one probes
smaller x than in the backward direction (y < 0). The sup-
pression comes about as smaller-x quark distributions are
divided by larger-x (less-shadowed or antishadowed) quarks.
In the case of dijets, the nuclear PDFs are sampled at higher
x and, in contrast to the electroweak bosons, an enhancement
is observed. In our calculations, this follows essentially from
antishadowed gluons becoming divided by EMC-suppressed
gluon distributions; see Ref. [70] for more detailed discus-
sions. The PHENIX pion data [31] is also well consistent
with EPPS16, though, for the more precise CMS dijet data,
its role is no longer as essential as in the EPS09 analysis.

Finally, comparisons with the CHORUS neutrino and
antineutrino data are shown in Figs. 20 and 21. The data
exhibit a rather typical pattern of antishadowing followed by
an EMC effect at large x . The incident beam energies are not
high enough to reach the small-x region where a shadowing
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where M is the invariant mass and y the rapidity of the dilep-
ton. The scale choice in the PDFs is Q = M . While these data
are well reproduced, the scatter of the data from one nucleus
to another is the main reason we are unable to pin down any
systematic A dependence for the sea quarks at xa (some A
dependence develops via DGLAP evolution, however). For
example, as is well visible in Fig. 17, it is not clear from the
data whether there is a suppression or an enhancement for
x ! 0.1.

The pion–A DY data are presented in Fig. 18. As is evi-
dent from the figure, these data set into the EPPS16 fit without
causing a significant tension. Overall, however, the statisti-
cal weight of these data is not enough to set stringent addi-
tional constraints to nuclear PDFs. Similarly to the findings
of Ref. [67], the optimal data normalization of the lower-

energy NA10 data (the lower right panel) is rather large
( fN = 1.121), but the x2 dependence of the data is well
in line with the fit.

The collider data, i.e. new LHC pPb data as well as the
PHENIX DAu data, are shown in Fig. 19. To ease the inter-
pretation of the LHC data (forward-to-backward ratios), the
baseline with no nuclear effects in PDFs is always indicated
as well. The baseline deviates from unity for isospin effects
(unequal amount of protons and neutrons in Pb) as well as
for experimental acceptances. For the electroweak observ-
ables, the nuclear effects cause suppression in the computed
forward-to-backward ratios (with respect to the baseline with
no nuclear effects) as one is predominantly probing the region
below x # 0.1 where the net nuclear effect of sea quarks has
a downward slope toward small x . Very roughly, the probed
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and thus, toward more forward rapidities (y > 0) one probes
smaller x than in the backward direction (y < 0). The sup-
pression comes about as smaller-x quark distributions are
divided by larger-x (less-shadowed or antishadowed) quarks.
In the case of dijets, the nuclear PDFs are sampled at higher
x and, in contrast to the electroweak bosons, an enhancement
is observed. In our calculations, this follows essentially from
antishadowed gluons becoming divided by EMC-suppressed
gluon distributions; see Ref. [70] for more detailed discus-
sions. The PHENIX pion data [31] is also well consistent
with EPPS16, though, for the more precise CMS dijet data,
its role is no longer as essential as in the EPS09 analysis.

Finally, comparisons with the CHORUS neutrino and
antineutrino data are shown in Figs. 20 and 21. The data
exhibit a rather typical pattern of antishadowing followed by
an EMC effect at large x . The incident beam energies are not
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where M is the invariant mass and y the rapidity of the dilep-
ton. The scale choice in the PDFs is Q = M . While these data
are well reproduced, the scatter of the data from one nucleus
to another is the main reason we are unable to pin down any
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dependence develops via DGLAP evolution, however). For
example, as is well visible in Fig. 17, it is not clear from the
data whether there is a suppression or an enhancement for
x ! 0.1.

The pion–A DY data are presented in Fig. 18. As is evi-
dent from the figure, these data set into the EPPS16 fit without
causing a significant tension. Overall, however, the statisti-
cal weight of these data is not enough to set stringent addi-
tional constraints to nuclear PDFs. Similarly to the findings
of Ref. [67], the optimal data normalization of the lower-

energy NA10 data (the lower right panel) is rather large
( fN = 1.121), but the x2 dependence of the data is well
in line with the fit.

The collider data, i.e. new LHC pPb data as well as the
PHENIX DAu data, are shown in Fig. 19. To ease the inter-
pretation of the LHC data (forward-to-backward ratios), the
baseline with no nuclear effects in PDFs is always indicated
as well. The baseline deviates from unity for isospin effects
(unequal amount of protons and neutrons in Pb) as well as
for experimental acceptances. For the electroweak observ-
ables, the nuclear effects cause suppression in the computed
forward-to-backward ratios (with respect to the baseline with
no nuclear effects) as one is predominantly probing the region
below x # 0.1 where the net nuclear effect of sea quarks has
a downward slope toward small x . Very roughly, the probed
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and thus, toward more forward rapidities (y > 0) one probes
smaller x than in the backward direction (y < 0). The sup-
pression comes about as smaller-x quark distributions are
divided by larger-x (less-shadowed or antishadowed) quarks.
In the case of dijets, the nuclear PDFs are sampled at higher
x and, in contrast to the electroweak bosons, an enhancement
is observed. In our calculations, this follows essentially from
antishadowed gluons becoming divided by EMC-suppressed
gluon distributions; see Ref. [70] for more detailed discus-
sions. The PHENIX pion data [31] is also well consistent
with EPPS16, though, for the more precise CMS dijet data,
its role is no longer as essential as in the EPS09 analysis.

Finally, comparisons with the CHORUS neutrino and
antineutrino data are shown in Figs. 20 and 21. The data
exhibit a rather typical pattern of antishadowing followed by
an EMC effect at large x . The incident beam energies are not
high enough to reach the small-x region where a shadowing
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Fig. 13 Ratios of structure functions for various nuclei as measured
by the NMC [73,74] and EMC [78] collaborations, compared with the
EPPS16 fit. In the rightmost panel the labels “addendum” and “chariot”

refer to the two different experimental setups in Ref. [78]. For a better
visibility, some data sets have been offset by a factor of 0.92 as indicated

ing to Eq. (53). The error bars shown on the experimental
data correspond to the statistical and systematic errors added
in quadrature. The charged-lepton DIS data are shown in
Figs. 12, 13, 14 and 15. We note that, for undoing the isoscalar
corrections as explained in Sect. 3.1, the data appear some-
what different from those e.g. in the EPS09 paper. On aver-
age, the data are well reproduced by the fit. In some cases the
uncertainty bands are rather asymmetric (see e.g. the NMC
data panel in Fig. 15) which was the case in the EPS09 fit as
well. This is likely to come from the fact that the A depen-
dence is parametrized only at few values of x (small-x limit,
xa , xe) and in between these points the A dependence appears
to be somewhat lopsided in some cases. The Q2 dependence
of the data visible in Figs. 12 and 14 is also nicely consistent
with EPPS16.

The pA vs. pD Drell–Yan data are shown in Figs. 16 and
17. In the calculation of the corresponding differential NLO
cross sections d!DY/dxdM we define x1,2 ! (M/

"
s)e±y

where M is the invariant mass and y the rapidity of the dilep-
ton. The scale choice in the PDFs is Q = M . While these data
are well reproduced, the scatter of the data from one nucleus
to another is the main reason we are unable to pin down any
systematic A dependence for the sea quarks at xa (some A
dependence develops via DGLAP evolution, however). For
example, as is well visible in Fig. 17, it is not clear from the
data whether there is a suppression or an enhancement for
x ! 0.1.

The pion–A DY data are presented in Fig. 18. As is evi-
dent from the figure, these data set into the EPPS16 fit without
causing a significant tension. Overall, however, the statisti-
cal weight of these data is not enough to set stringent addi-
tional constraints to nuclear PDFs. Similarly to the findings
of Ref. [67], the optimal data normalization of the lower-

energy NA10 data (the lower right panel) is rather large
( fN = 1.121), but the x2 dependence of the data is well
in line with the fit.

The collider data, i.e. new LHC pPb data as well as the
PHENIX DAu data, are shown in Fig. 19. To ease the inter-
pretation of the LHC data (forward-to-backward ratios), the
baseline with no nuclear effects in PDFs is always indicated
as well. The baseline deviates from unity for isospin effects
(unequal amount of protons and neutrons in Pb) as well as
for experimental acceptances. For the electroweak observ-
ables, the nuclear effects cause suppression in the computed
forward-to-backward ratios (with respect to the baseline with
no nuclear effects) as one is predominantly probing the region
below x # 0.1 where the net nuclear effect of sea quarks has
a downward slope toward small x . Very roughly, the probed
nuclear x-regions can be estimated by x $ (MW,Z/

"
s)e%y

and thus, toward more forward rapidities (y > 0) one probes
smaller x than in the backward direction (y < 0). The sup-
pression comes about as smaller-x quark distributions are
divided by larger-x (less-shadowed or antishadowed) quarks.
In the case of dijets, the nuclear PDFs are sampled at higher
x and, in contrast to the electroweak bosons, an enhancement
is observed. In our calculations, this follows essentially from
antishadowed gluons becoming divided by EMC-suppressed
gluon distributions; see Ref. [70] for more detailed discus-
sions. The PHENIX pion data [31] is also well consistent
with EPPS16, though, for the more precise CMS dijet data,
its role is no longer as essential as in the EPS09 analysis.

Finally, comparisons with the CHORUS neutrino and
antineutrino data are shown in Figs. 20 and 21. The data
exhibit a rather typical pattern of antishadowing followed by
an EMC effect at large x . The incident beam energies are not
high enough to reach the small-x region where a shadowing
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where M is the invariant mass and y the rapidity of the dilep-
ton. The scale choice in the PDFs is Q = M . While these data
are well reproduced, the scatter of the data from one nucleus
to another is the main reason we are unable to pin down any
systematic A dependence for the sea quarks at xa (some A
dependence develops via DGLAP evolution, however). For
example, as is well visible in Fig. 17, it is not clear from the
data whether there is a suppression or an enhancement for
x ! 0.1.

The pion–A DY data are presented in Fig. 18. As is evi-
dent from the figure, these data set into the EPPS16 fit without
causing a significant tension. Overall, however, the statisti-
cal weight of these data is not enough to set stringent addi-
tional constraints to nuclear PDFs. Similarly to the findings
of Ref. [67], the optimal data normalization of the lower-

energy NA10 data (the lower right panel) is rather large
( fN = 1.121), but the x2 dependence of the data is well
in line with the fit.

The collider data, i.e. new LHC pPb data as well as the
PHENIX DAu data, are shown in Fig. 19. To ease the inter-
pretation of the LHC data (forward-to-backward ratios), the
baseline with no nuclear effects in PDFs is always indicated
as well. The baseline deviates from unity for isospin effects
(unequal amount of protons and neutrons in Pb) as well as
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ables, the nuclear effects cause suppression in the computed
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a downward slope toward small x . Very roughly, the probed
nuclear x-regions can be estimated by x $ (MW,Z/

"
s)e%y

and thus, toward more forward rapidities (y > 0) one probes
smaller x than in the backward direction (y < 0). The sup-
pression comes about as smaller-x quark distributions are
divided by larger-x (less-shadowed or antishadowed) quarks.
In the case of dijets, the nuclear PDFs are sampled at higher
x and, in contrast to the electroweak bosons, an enhancement
is observed. In our calculations, this follows essentially from
antishadowed gluons becoming divided by EMC-suppressed
gluon distributions; see Ref. [70] for more detailed discus-
sions. The PHENIX pion data [31] is also well consistent
with EPPS16, though, for the more precise CMS dijet data,
its role is no longer as essential as in the EPS09 analysis.

Finally, comparisons with the CHORUS neutrino and
antineutrino data are shown in Figs. 20 and 21. The data
exhibit a rather typical pattern of antishadowing followed by
an EMC effect at large x . The incident beam energies are not
high enough to reach the small-x region where a shadowing
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Fig. 13 Ratios of structure functions for various nuclei as measured
by the NMC [73,74] and EMC [78] collaborations, compared with the
EPPS16 fit. In the rightmost panel the labels “addendum” and “chariot”

refer to the two different experimental setups in Ref. [78]. For a better
visibility, some data sets have been offset by a factor of 0.92 as indicated
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where M is the invariant mass and y the rapidity of the dilep-
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x ! 0.1.
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cal weight of these data is not enough to set stringent addi-
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of Ref. [67], the optimal data normalization of the lower-

energy NA10 data (the lower right panel) is rather large
( fN = 1.121), but the x2 dependence of the data is well
in line with the fit.

The collider data, i.e. new LHC pPb data as well as the
PHENIX DAu data, are shown in Fig. 19. To ease the inter-
pretation of the LHC data (forward-to-backward ratios), the
baseline with no nuclear effects in PDFs is always indicated
as well. The baseline deviates from unity for isospin effects
(unequal amount of protons and neutrons in Pb) as well as
for experimental acceptances. For the electroweak observ-
ables, the nuclear effects cause suppression in the computed
forward-to-backward ratios (with respect to the baseline with
no nuclear effects) as one is predominantly probing the region
below x # 0.1 where the net nuclear effect of sea quarks has
a downward slope toward small x . Very roughly, the probed
nuclear x-regions can be estimated by x $ (MW,Z/
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and thus, toward more forward rapidities (y > 0) one probes
smaller x than in the backward direction (y < 0). The sup-
pression comes about as smaller-x quark distributions are
divided by larger-x (less-shadowed or antishadowed) quarks.
In the case of dijets, the nuclear PDFs are sampled at higher
x and, in contrast to the electroweak bosons, an enhancement
is observed. In our calculations, this follows essentially from
antishadowed gluons becoming divided by EMC-suppressed
gluon distributions; see Ref. [70] for more detailed discus-
sions. The PHENIX pion data [31] is also well consistent
with EPPS16, though, for the more precise CMS dijet data,
its role is no longer as essential as in the EPS09 analysis.

Finally, comparisons with the CHORUS neutrino and
antineutrino data are shown in Figs. 20 and 21. The data
exhibit a rather typical pattern of antishadowing followed by
an EMC effect at large x . The incident beam energies are not
high enough to reach the small-x region where a shadowing
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• BUT EMC effects in moments are very small



• Lowest Mellin moment of spin-independent PDF defines fraction of 
momentum of nucleus A carried by parton of type f 
 
 

• Momentum sum rule implies nucleus-independent ratio of quark and gluon 
EMC effects in the first moment 
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First investigation of EMC-type effects from LQCD: 

Nuclear effects in Mellin moments of PDFs 
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Matrix elements of the spin-independent gluon operator in nucleon + 
light nuclei [NPLQCD PRD96 094512 (2017)]                               
               first determination of gluon momentum fraction of nuclei 

Gluon momentum fraction of nuclei

Deuteron gluon momentum fraction
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Doubly challenging: 

• Nuclear matrix element 

• Gluon observable (suffer 
from poor signal-to-noise) 

• BUT: clean signals at ~5% 
precision

[NPLQCD PRD96 094512 (2017)]  
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Matrix elements of the spin-independent gluon operator in nucleon + 
light nuclei [NPLQCD PRD96 094512 (2017)]                              
               first determination of gluon momentum fraction of nuclei 

• Constraints at ~10% level on EMC-effect in gluon momentum fraction 

• Small mixing with quark EMT operators (neglected) 

• Sum rule constraint 

Ratio of gluon momentum fraction in nucleus to nucleon
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Gluon momentum fraction of nuclei
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Momentum fractions of nuclei
• First determination of all components of momentum 

decomposition of light nuclei 

• Small mixing between quark and gluon EMT operators neglected 

• Constraint on either quark or gluon EMC in this quantity implies 
constraint on the other from sum rules: 
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Phiala Shanahan, MIT

Matrix elements of the Energy-Momentum Tensor in light nuclei                              
               first QCD determination of momentum fraction of nuclei 

• Bounds on EMC effect in moments at ~few percent level, consistent with 
phenomenology 

PRELIMINARY

Momentum fraction of nuclei

Ratio of quark momentum fraction in nucleus to nucleon

• Small mixing with gluon 
EMT operators (neglected) 

• Sum rule constraint

Isoscalar
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Phiala Shanahan, MIT

Matrix elements of the Energy-Momentum Tensor in light nuclei                              
               first QCD determination of momentum fraction of nuclei 

• Few-percent determination of quark momentum fraction  
~10% determination of strange quark contributions 

Momentum fraction of nuclei
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Matrix elements of the Energy-Momentum Tensor in light nuclei                              
               first QCD determination of momentum fraction of nuclei 

• Bounds on EMC effect in moments at ~few percent level, consistent with 
phenomenology [2009.05522 [hep-lat] (2021)]    

Momentum fraction of nuclei

Ratio of quark momentum fraction in nucleus to nucleon

• No mixing 

• No sum rule constraint

Isovector
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proton result
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4

was used to study nuclear e↵ects in PDF moments. In
particular, it was shown that the leading source of such
e↵ects is the two-nucleon correlations that couple to the
twist-two operators defining the PDF moments. In terms
of the parameters defined in that work, nuclear e↵ects
in the isovector momentum fraction are encapsulated in
the low energy constant (LEC) ↵3,2 and nuclear fac-
tor G3(3He); their product is bounded as ↵3,2G3(3He) =
0.0018(14) at µ = 2 GeV from the numerical calcula-
tions presented here (see the Supplementary Material for
details). While the quark momentum fractions them-
selves have nonanalytic dependence on the quark masses
[66–68], this two-body LEC is expected to be relatively
insensitive to variation of the quark masses, as seen for
the the analogous two-body contribution in the np ! d�

[39] and pp ! de
+
⌫e [42, 69] processes. This relative

mass-independence assumption allows an extrapolation
to the physical quark masses: a naive estimate is given
by taking the central value determined at m⇡ = 806
MeV and inflating the uncertainty by 50% to account
for possible quark-mass dependence as well as the e↵ects
of the nonzero lattice spacing and finite volume (this un-
certainty is estimated based on the mass dependence seen
for the analogous two-body LECs in Refs. [39, 42, 69]).
This extrapolated value can be combined with the physi-

cal value of the nucleon momentum fraction, hxi(p)u�d =
0.160(7) at µ = 2 GeV from the nNNPDF2.0 analy-
sis [31], to determine the isovector momentum fraction

ratio 3hxi(
3He)
u�d /hxi

(p)
u�d|LQCD = 1.035(26) at the physical

quark masses (see the Supplementary Material for more
details).

It is interesting to compare the LQCD results for the
momentum fractions and their ratios to phenomenology.
In particular, the isovector momentum fractions deter-
mined here provide valuable information that is com-
plementary to experimental constraints on the nuclear
modification of PDFs; almost all information on the nu-
clear modification of partonic structure has been ob-
tained for the ratio of isoscalar-corrected F2 structure
functions of nuclei to that of the deuteron [3, 5, 6]. Ad-
ditional constraints are especially valuable in the context
of the intriguing question as to whether there is flavor-
dependence to the EMC e↵ect. Such flavor dependence
has been conjectured in models of QCD [70–75] and in
EFT [63–65] and is included in recent data-driven analy-
ses of experimental results [76, 77] and provides a poten-
tial explanation of the NuTeV anomaly in sin2 ✓W [78].

Fig. 3 shows the constraint on the isovector momen-
tum fraction ratio for 3He obtained from the results
presented here, compared with the constraints on the
isovector and isoscalar momentum fraction ratios from
the recent nNNPDF2.0 [31] global nuclear PDF fits. The
nNNPDF2.0 ellipse is generated by combining the Monte
Carlo replica sets for the bound proton PDFs in 4He
appropriately to form the PDFs of 3He (under the as-
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0.85
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FIG. 3. The ratio of the isovector momentum fractions of
3He and p determined in this work compared to constraints on
the isovector and isoscalar momentum fraction ratios from the
nNNPDF2.0 [31] global analysis before and after the LQCD
constraint is imposed. Both axes are normalized to unity in
the absence of nuclear e↵ects. The LQCD constraint on the
isovector ratio at m⇡ = 806 MeV is also displayed. In all
cases, 68% confidence intervals are shown.

sumption that the nuclear e↵ects vary slowly with A). In
this way, correlations between the 3He and proton PDFs
are accounted for. For the isovector combination, the

68% confidence interval is 3hxi(
3He)
u�d /hxi

(p)
u�d|nNNPDF2.0 =

1.007(63). In the nNNPDF approach, it is also straight-
forward to impose the LQCD constraint on the nuclear
PDFs by reweighting the Monte Carlo replicas as dis-
cussed in Ref. [79]; the combined confidence region is
shown in Fig. 3. The 68% confidence interval reduces to

3hxi(
3He)
u�d /hxi

(p)
u�d|nNNPDF2.0+LQCD = 1.028(25). Fig. 4

compares the ratio of the isovector PDF for 3He to that
of the constituent nucleons, with and without the impo-
sition of the LQCD constraint. As can be seen from the
reduced uncertainties in Figs. 3 and 4, LQCD calcula-
tions such as those presented here, as well as new experi-
mental constraints [80, 81], can significantly improve our
knowledge of the flavor dependence of nuclear PDFs.

Summary — In this work, the isovector momentum
fractions of the proton, diproton and 3He systems have
been determined using LQCD, complementing a previ-
ous study of the gluon momentum fraction on the same
ensemble [45]. These calculations were performed at a
single set of unphysical SU(3)-symmetric values for the
quark masses corresponding to m⇡ = 806 MeV, and in
a single lattice volume and at a single lattice spacing.
Bearing these caveats in mind, the isovector nuclear mo-
mentum fractions were calculated precisely and found to

• Match isovector (u-d quark 
combination) momentum fraction 
to low-energy constants of 
effective field theory, extrapolate 
to physical quark masses 

• Include into nNNPDF global fits of 
experimental lepton-nucleus 
scattering data

[NPLQCD 2009.05522 (2020)]

Momentum fraction of 3He

Blue → Purple: 
Improvement using theory constraints

Ratio of        to proton 
momentum fractions

3
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Matrix elements of the Energy-Momentum Tensor in light nuclei                              
               first QCD determination of momentum fraction of nuclei
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Momentum fraction of 3He

Blue → Purple: 
Improvement using theory constraints

Ratio of        to proton 
parton distributions

3
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FIG. 4. The ratio R(
3
He)(x) = 3q(

3
He)

3
(x)/q(p)

3
(x) of the

nNNPDF2.0 isovector PDF in 3He to that in the proton [31],
as well as the same distribution with the LQCD moment con-
straint imposed into the global analysis as described in the
text. 68% confidence intervals are shown.

be similar to that of the proton. In particular, the ra-

tios hxi
(pp)
u�d/hxi

(p)
u�d = 1.010(14) and 3hxi(

3He)
u�d /hxi

(p)
u�d =

1.029(15) were determined and nuclear EFT arguments
were used to connect the 3He result to global analyses
of nuclear PDFs, providing important constraints on the
flavor decomposition of nuclear PDFs that are comple-
mentary to those obtained from experiment.

While in its early stages, this work emphasizes the util-
ity of LQCD in constraining less well-measured aspects
of partonic structure in an analogous way to how LQCD
inputs have been used to constrain the proton transver-
sity PDFs [82]. Future calculations at the physical quark
masses will consider higher moments of nuclear PDFs
(or even directly study their x dependence) for a wider
range of nuclei and provide a complete flavor decompo-
sition. Calculations will also quantitatively address the
full set of systematic uncertainties.
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• Match isovector (u-d quark 
combination) momentum fraction 
to low-energy constants of 
effective field theory, extrapolate 
to physical quark masses 

• Include into nNNPDF global fits of 
experimental lepton-nucleus 
scattering data

Matrix elements of the Energy-Momentum Tensor in light nuclei                              
               first QCD determination of momentum fraction of nuclei
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Momentum fractions of nuclei
• Work in progress at close-to-physical values of the quark masses  
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Exotic glue in the deuteron

Contributions to nuclear 
structure from gluons not 
associated with individual 
nucleons in nucleus 
 
Exotic glue operator:

‘Exotic’ Glue in the Nucleus
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‘Exotic’ Glue in the Nucleus

‘Exotic’ Glue
Contributions to gluon

observables that are not from

nucleon degrees of freedom.

Exotic glue operator:

operator in nucleon = 0

operator in nucleus 6= 0
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Jaffe and Manohar, “Nuclear Gluonometry”  
Phys. Lett. B223 (1989) 218

nucleon 

nucleus

a “pure” EMC-type effect

hp|O|pi = 0, hN,Z|O|N,Zi 6= 0

hp|O|pi = 0, hN,Z|O|N,Zi 6= 0
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Exotic glue in the deuteron

Double helicity flip structure function Δ(x,Q2): 
changes both photon and target helicity by 2 unitsDouble Helicity Flip Gluon Structure Function: �(x,Q2)

Double helicity flip amplitude:

Photon helicity
Target helicity

Phiala Shanahan (MIT) Exotic Glue in the Nucleus September 13, 2016 5 / 15

Unambiguously gluonic: no analogous quark PDF 
at twist-2

Non-vanishing in forward limit for targets with 
spin≥1

Experimentally measurable

Unpolarised electron DIS on polarised target: 
JLab LoI 2015
Proton-deuteron Drell-Yan at FNAL
J/ψ production at NICA

Moments calculable in LQCD

a “pure” EMC-type effect
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Parton model interpretation: gluonic transversity 
 
 
 
              : probability of finding a gluon with momentum fraction y 
linearly polarised in        direction 

Double Helicity Flip Gluon Structure Function: �(x,Q2)

Parton model interpretation

For a target in the infinite momentum frame polarized in the x̂ direction
perpendicular to its momentum,

�(x,Q2) /

Z 1

x

dy

y3

�
gx̂(y,Q

2) � gŷ(y,Q
2)
�

gx̂,ŷ(y,Q2): probability of finding a gluon with momentum fraction y

linearly polarized in the x̂, ŷ direction

“How much more momentum of transversely polarized particle carried by
gluons aligned rather than perpendicular to it in the transverse plane”

Phiala Shanahan (MIT) Exotic Glue in the Nucleus July 8, 2016 8 / 23
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3

where Q denotes the quark charge matrix and at leading
order there is no dependence on the factorization scale.

In a spin-one target with polarization E and E0, the
forward matrix element of the operator O is

hpE0
|Oµ⌫µ1...µn |pEi

= (�2i)n�2 1

2
S [{ (pµE

0⇤
µ1

� pµ1E
0⇤
µ

)(p⌫Eµ2 � pµ2E⌫)

+ (µ $ ⌫)} pµ3 . . . pµn ]An(µ2),
(10)

where ‘S’ is as above2.
The reduced matrix elements An, for even n, can be

related to moments of the structure function �(x,Q2).
Writing the subtracted dispersion relation for the double-
helicity-flip part of the matrix element of Tµ⌫ (Eq. (7))
and using the optical theorem to relate the imaginary
part of the matrix element of Tµ⌫ to Wµ⌫ (and hence to
�(x,Q2)) gives the identification

Mn(Q2) = Cn(Q2, Q2)
An(Q2)

2
, n = 2, 4, 6 . . . , (11)

where An is renormalized at the scale µ2 = Q2, and

Mn(Q2) =

Z 1

0
dxxn�1�(x,Q2) (12)

are the Mellin moments of �(x,Q2).
The structure function �(x,Q2) also has a parton

model interpretation. For a target in the infinite momen-
tum frame polarized in the x̂ direction perpendicular to
its momentum (defined to be in the ẑ direction),

�(x,Q2) = �
↵s(Q2)

2⇡
TrQ2 x2

Z 1

x

dy

y3
�G(y,Q2), (13)

where �G is again renormalized at the scale µ2 = Q2,
and

�G(x, µ2) = gx̂(x, µ
2) � gŷ(x, µ

2). (14)

Here gx̂,ŷ(x, µ2) denotes the probability of finding a gluon
with longitudinal momentum fraction x linearly polar-
ized in either of the transverse directions, x̂ or ŷ, in the
transversely polarized target.

III. LATTICE CALCULATIONS

In order to calculate the reduced matrix elements An

appearing in Eqs. (10) and (11) using lattice QCD, we
must calculate the expectation values of local operators

2
This definition of An di↵ers from that in Ref. [7] by a factor of

two, chosen for convenience for the discussion of the So↵er bound

in this work.

of the form of Eq. (8). Here we describe these lat-
tice calculations, discuss the construction of appropri-
ate Euclidean-space local operators for the n = 2 case,
and summarize the methods used to extract the corre-
sponding reduced matrix element A2. Since this is an
exploratory calculation, it is performed at a single set of
lattice parameters and a number of systematic issues are
left to future work.

A. Lattice Simulation

Calculations were performed on an ensemble of
isotropic gauge-field configurations with Nf = 2 + 1
flavours of dynamical quarks. Specifics of this ensemble
are given in Table I [16]. The lattices have dimensions
L3

⇥T = 243⇥64 with lattice spacing a = 0.1167(16) fm.
The Lüscher-Weisz gauge action [17] was employed with a
clover-improved quark action [18] with one level of stout
link smearing (⇢ = 0.125) [19]. The clover coe�cient
was set equal to its tree-level tadpole-improved value.
The light quark masses are such that the pion mass is
450(5) MeV and the strange quark mass is such that the
resulting mass of the � is 1040(3) MeV.

B. Lattice Operator Construction

In this work we consider the lowest dimension (n = 2)
operator of the tower in Eq. (8):

Oµ⌫µ1µ2 = S [Gµµ1G⌫µ2 ] . (15)

The symmetrized and trace-subtracted operator trans-
forms irreducibly as (2, 2) under the Lorentz group and
does not mix with quark-bilinear operators of the same
dimension under renormalization (this operator mixes
into higher twist four-quark operators, but the reverse
mixing is highly suppressed). On a hypercubic lattice,
the Lorentz group is reduced to the hypercubic group
H(4), increasing the possibilities for operator mixing.

Lattice operators with the appropriate continuum be-
havior that are safe from mixing with lower or same-
dimensional operators can be constructed by considering
their symmetry properties under H(4). The basic build-
ing block of such operators is

O
(E)
µ⌫µ1µ2

= G(E)
µµ1

G(E)
⌫µ2

, (16)

where symmetrisation of indices is not implied.
The transformation properties of quark operators with

the symmetries of Eq. (16) under H(4) were described,
for the n = 2 case, in Ref. [20]. We use the same nota-
tion as in that work, with the 20 inequivalent irreducible

representations of H(4) denoted by ⌧ (d)
k

where d denotes
the dimension of the representation and k distinguishes
between inequivalent representations of the same dimen-
sion. Using the embedding of H(4) into GL(4) to classify

⇥
gx̂(y,Q

2)� gŷ(x,Q
2)
⇤

Exotic glue in the deuteron
a “pure” EMC-type effect

Double helicity flip structure function Δ(x,Q2): 
changes both photon and target helicity by 2 units
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Contributions to nuclear structure 
from gluons not associated with 
individual nucleons in nucleus

hp|O|pi = 0, hN,Z|O|N,Zi 6= 0

hp|O|pi = 0, hN,Z|O|N,Zi 6= 0

nucleon: 

nucleus:

• First moment of gluon transversity 
distribution in the deuteron  
[Jaffe, Manohar PLB223 (1989) 218] 

• First evidence for non-nucleonic gluon 
contributions to nuclear structure: LQCD 

with m! ~800 MeV [NPLQCD PRD96 (2017)]  

• Magnitude relative to momentum 
fraction as expected from large-Nc

Signal in LQCD data
*

*

*

*

*
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Exotic glue in the deuteron



Higher statistics, physical quark masses 

Continue to investigate effect of LQCD constraints on 
global nuclear PDF fits 

EMC-type effects in more complicated quantities 
perhaps statistically easier to reveal 

                                  Polarised EMC effect  

                                  Generalised form factors (moments of GPDs) 

Next steps towards  
EMC constraints from LQCD

Phiala Shanahan, MIT
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Next: pressure distribution in nuclei

Gluon GFFs: Shanahan, Detmold, PRD 99, 014511 

Quark GFFs: P. Hägler et al. (LHPC), PRD77, 094502 (2008) 

Pressure in light nuclei 
c.f. pressure in the nucleon?
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Light nuclei 

?
coming soon

Nucleon Pion 

Insights into equation of 
state of neutron stars?m"~450MeV m"~450MeV



Summary and outlook
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EMC-type effects are accessible to LQCD

Current state-of-the-art: significant systematics but 
approaching phenomenologically interesting precision

Near future: systematics controlled for A<5,  
predictions for
•Polarised EMC (polarised light ions) 

•Isovector EMC (SIDIS) 

•Gluon EMC (quarkonium production)
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